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Model Number: ANTV5

Hydrotek ANTV5 Hydro Twister Vac 24.5in Rotary Spinner Surface Cleaner Vacuum Air Recovery

Water Pick up Freight Included

Manufacturer: Hydrotek

  
Hydrotek ANTV5 - Vacuum Surface Cleaner  24-1/2" Wide 
37649
 
 
FEATURES:

Use with your existing pressure washer and vacuum system
Up to 4000 psi
Up to 6 gpm
Cold - 200â•°F
Adjustable casters height
Stainless steel deck and handle
Large 30&rdquo; inch deck with 24.5&rdquo; cleaning path (24" arm)
Vacuum hose off to side to stay out of the operators way
Vacuum hose on the ground so you do not have to carry the weight of the vacuum
hose.
 
ADVANTAGES:
Accomplish 3 tasks all at once:
Wash
Rinse
Recover the dirty water
Large 24.5&rdquo; cleaning path allows for cleaning over 20,000 sq. ft. per hour
Stainless Steel deck and handle will not rust or corrode
New Vac Tube design allows for double the pickup hose to be attached &ndash; use
with 100&rsquo; when hooking up to a Hydro Vac system (click here for Hydro Vac
info)
Easily adjust the height of the casters to fit the surface you need to clean
Hook up to a hot water pressure washer to clean even faster by cutting through
grease and grime
 
BENEFITS:
Save time &ndash; wider cleaning path, improved suction allows for faster cleaning
and less time spent containing the water
Save money &ndash; one accessory does the work of 3 others, and allows for less
overhead
Earn more per job - clean faster and with fewer guys on each job

New Heavy Duty Twister Vac
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The Twister Vac is a rotary surface cleaner with wash 
water recovery capabilities. The new ANTV5 Twister 
Vac cleans a larger path than many other recovery 
surface cleaner accessories. Connect to a hot or cold 
pressure washer and a vacuum source to wash and 
recover the wash water in one step. Efficiently clean 
without splashing dirty water on clean areas/windows 
and eliminate the hassle of having to do a final rinse.
Features&hellip;
New vacuum ring design doubles the length of 
vacuum hose. Unique geometric shaped deck 
with a brush skirt reduces drag and keeps the deck from &ldquo;sucking&rdquo; to
the ground.
Large 24.5&rdquo; cleaning/vacuum path to clean 20,000 sq. ft. per hour
Pressure ratings up to 4000psi @ 5.5gpm &ndash; includes qty 2) #2.7 nozzles, other
nozzle sizes 
available for different pressures and flows, up to 6gpm
Corrosion and rust resistant stainless construction is made to last
Use hot water, up to 200&deg;, for degreasing factory floors, drive thru areas,
garages, and more
Requires a 2&rdquo; vacuum hose, power washer, and vacuum (minimum 
104cfm/91&rdquo; lift for 25&rsquo; of vacuum hose)
Notes:  This surface cleaner does not have a trigger gun installed.  Rather this uses
the Hydrotek way of thinking.  That is that the gun is permanently installed on the end
of your pressure washing hose (no QD between the gun and hose.)  One the
outbound end of the gun / post trigger, the gun has a 22mm female swivel connector
installed. 

    
        
             
            Optional
            Mecline MV925 Gun Easy Pull Trigger Assembly 4500psi 320 degrees F
8gpm 8.754-907.0 - 8.754-769.0 - 8.751-231.0- 9.802-223.0 
            Screwed direct onto your pressure washing hose
        
    

    
        
             
            Optional
            Installed on the outbound / post trigger side of the gun
            22mm Twist Coupler Female X 1/4 in Mpt Socket - 85.300.135 8.709-521.0
87095210 
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            Factory installed and included on the pipe coming up from the surface cleaner
            Coupler, 22mm Male Twist Seal X 3/8in Fip - 8.709-548.0 85.300.127 -
TCP2FB 
        
    

Schematics

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
Northern Tool 37649
SEE Comparison Chart: How to Choose the right tile and grout spinner wand size
Options&hellip;

    
        
             
            Worlds strongest vacuum recovery electric unit
            
            Over 73,100 vacuum units
            Enough vacuum to run 400 ft of vacuum hose
             -DriStorm Goliath 6.6 Flood Pumper 26gal Quad 6.6 Vacs Pressure Washer
Recovery 120v with Lint Filtration 
        
    

    
        
             
            42,500 vacuum units
            Enough to run 200 ft of 2" vacuum hose
             -DriStorm Goliath Flood Pumper 26gal Four 2 Stage Vacs and Pressure
Washer Recovery 120v with Lint Filtration 
        
    

    
        
             
            Pressure washer vacuum recovery unit with almost 35,000 vacuum units.
            That is enough to run 150 ft of 2" hose.
            
            
             Mytee 7000S Flood Hog Water Extraction Portable Flood Pumper and
Vacuum Booster FREE Shipping FREE 3yr Warranty 
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            7,935 vacuum units
            Enough for 25 ft of 2" vacuum hose
            
             Hydrotek RPV30E1 Water Evacuation and Pump out Unit 115 volt 15 amp
30gpm 
        
    

 
Brochure

COLLECT 8.25% SALES TAX ON ALL ORDERS COST + SHIPPING.for 15 states
below: Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, N Carolina, N Dakota,
Oklahoma, S Carolina, S Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin.
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska

 

-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 30 December, 2010
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